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The (in)flu(ence) of
decadence
The following article is translated from
the September 2020 issue of the
NSDAP/AO’s Italian language news
bulletin.
The signs are all there. Like a patient
who presents the typical symptoms of a
disease, the so-called western society
presents a textbook case of unstoppable
decline. Incurable, hopefully. We really
hope to be able to put an end to the
therapeutic obstinacy operated on a now
corpse-like society that has nothing else
vital to give to present and future
generations. We have everything: the loss
of values, the erasure of memory, identity,
traditions and history that characterize a
healthy and vital society. We are
witnessing the latest gasps in recent
months, where a relatively "low-level"
pandemic (if compared with potential
pandemics of diseases that are far more
dangerous in absolute terms) is revealing

the total weakness and ineptitude of world
leaders. Whatever political orientation or
color they may be, governments around
the world are totally defenseless and
Continued on page 3

Comrade Delle Chiaie, PRESENT!
members). In short, from the very
beginning he was certainly not one who
went very much for the subtle. Within the
movement, in controversy with the leaders,
he founded the Revolutionary Armed
Groups (GAR) in 1958, proclaiming
himself in a frontal clash with the
democratic system and leading a campaign
for mass abstention.
At the beginning of the 1960s he
abandoned Rauti and founded the anticommunist and fascist movement of the
National Youth Vanguard, self-dissolved
as a result of the pressure exerted by the
repressed laws (Scelba) in 1965
On 1 March 1968, during the first student
demonstrations in Rome, Delle Chiaie took
part in the student procession at the head of
the Roman group of the dissolved National

The following article is translated from
the September 2020 issue of the NSDAP/
AO’s Italian language news bulletin.
September 9 marks the first anniversary
of the death of Camerata Stefano Delle
Chiaie, a key figure in the Italian social
right of the second Italian post-war period.
A man of unshakable political faith, he was
one of the greatest examples of political
coherence and decision-making, the result
of a creative personality like few others.
Born in 1936, the comrade Delle Chiaie
was never a lukewarm or moderate, just
know that he began his political career at
14 years in the Italian Social Movement,
from which, however, he left very soon to
follow Pino Rauti in the Centro Nuovo
Order Studies (the group from which the
political movement New Order neg 60s
will be born, founded by some on its
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of the people. Pure poison. Those who are
National Socialists cannot stop at the
nationalist proclamations of a right which,
honestly, of "social" has nothing more, but
rather responds to liberal logics that are
deadly poison for the European peoples.
How can we now trust those who
advocate a capitalism without rules, a
reality governed only by the market, profit
and exploitation of the worker? How can
respect for cultural identities be expected
from those who work to eliminate the
racial element for profit?
All of us, in Italy and in Europe, are
absolutely ready for an identity shift
towards the authoritarian state, but can we
really expect it from bankruptcy
billionaires? From "nationalists" who
wear kippah at the first opportunity to
ingratiate themselves with the Zionist
potentates?

lacking in initiative in responding to an
emergency
which,
leaving
aside
imaginative theories, should be tackled in
a simply pragmatic and scientific way.
And here instead we have the Mask
Party against the No-Mask Party, for
which wearing or not wearing a health
protection device becomes a political act
of deployment in a presidential campaign
(see United States) that identifies the
individual. We have the Chloroquine Party
supported by the so-called Right and the
Superplasma Party. What does all this
mean?
It is clear that even those who had
placed hope in the "right turn" of countries
such as the United States, Brazil, Hungary,
etc. in recent years must deal with the fact
that, although better than social
democratic governance, this ultra-liberal
right is proving to be a dangerous enemy

Continued on page 7
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Avant-garde, together with other groups.
When the procession reached Valle Giulia,
the road was blocked by a police cordon
and the situation rapidly degenerated into
the clashes that remained known as the
"Battle of Valle Giulia".
"While many continued to limit
themselves to requests for university
reform, we argued that starting from the
university the contest should extend in the
political and social field. Here, beyond the
aspect of the square and "military", Valle
Giulia had this meaning: to make everyone
understand that the dispute was political,
not just a student one. »
In this period contacts between the
National Avant-garde and the National
Front of Junio Valerio Borghese began.
The massacre in Piazza Fontana took
place on 12 December 1969 (in the center
of Milan, at the Banca Nazionale
dell'Agricoltura which caused 17 deaths
and 88 wounded) and bombs exploded in
Rome at the same time. Mario Merlino,
friend of Delle Chiaie and former militant
of the National Avant-garde, is arrested
together with five other militants of the
anarchist circle March 22. Merlin initially
did not involve Delle Chiaie, but then, in
the need to provide an alibi for his travels
on 11 and 12 December. When he was
called again to testify, in 1970 Delle
Chiaie, warned of the danger of being
framed (from what innocent he was and
what will later be declared) he decided to
take refuge abroad.
He was also accused of taking part in the
attempted Borghese coup in 1970, where,
according to Athos De Luca, member of
the massacres commission, on the night of
December 7, 1970 he commanded the unit
composed of National Avant-garde
militants who entered the offices of the
Ministry of Indoor. Summoned, he claimed

to be abroad in those days, precisely in
Barcelona.
Starting from 1970 Delle Chiaie hid in
Madrid in Spain where he came into
contact with the Aginter Press directed by
the former officer of the Organization
armée secrète (OAS) Yves Guérin-Sérac,
which had its main office in Lisbon. In
1973, contacts began with the New Order
Political Movement, heir of the old "New
Order Study Center", which under the
leadership of Paolo Signorelli, had been
dissolved in authority on charges of
reconstituting the dissolved Fascist Party.
Meetings were then launched in Spain with
Delle Chiaie in order to study the
unification of the two movements. At the
time, the National Vanguard was not yet on
trial. The new political subject, based on a
meeting that took place in Albano Laziale
in September 1975, in which Delle Chiaie
and Paolo Signorelli participated, should
have assumed the name of National Avantgarde for the New Order, but the
hypothesis jumped about three months later
during a new meeting held in Nice.
During a 1974 trip with Junio Valerio
Borghese to Chile, Delle Chiaie met
Augusto Pinochet whom he met again in
1975 in Madrid, on the occasion of
Franco's funeral. Following this meeting,
he decided to move to Chile where, from
1976, he had an office in Santiago de Chile
available for his group where he dealt with
propaganda and counter-information on the
style of the Aginter Press.
In 1977 he moved briefly to Argentina
and in 1978 to Bolivia, where he had
contacts with President Tejada and met
Klaus Barbie who, under the false name of
Klaus Altmann, was then Bolivian security
adviser.
In 1982 an arrest warrant was issued
against him in Italy in the massacre in
Piazza Fontana and on August 2, 1982
Continued on page 5
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there was a first attempt at arrest entrusted
to French mercenaries while he was in
Bolivia. Warned by one of these, all the
former avant-gardists did lose the traces of
Delle Chiaie who hid in Caracas in
Venezuela.
On March 27, 1987, after seventeen years
in Latin America, he let himself be arrested
in Caracas to be extradited to Italy.
At this point he was tried and acquitted
on February 20, 1989 "for not having
committed the fact". Judgment confirmed
on appeal on 5 July 1991 when he was also
acquitted of the charge of subversive
association.
Even the investigations carried out on
him in the context of the massacre in
Bologna on 2 August 1980 do not ascertain
any responsibility against him and the
statements of some witnesses who wanted
to involve him were either elusive or

Klaus Barbie
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unconfirmed. He is acquitted again,
because "There is no evidence of direct
involvement of the National Avant-garde
or its representatives in the massacre in
Bologna and in the other attacks in 1980,
they are missing or have been found to be
false."
Delle Chiaie who, upon returning to
Italy, had founded the press agency
Publicondor, attempted to reintegrate into
political life and, in October 1991,
organized a meeting between historical
figures of the extra-parliamentary Right in
Pomezia, Lazio Nationalpopular), which
was also attended by Adriano Tilgher, who
later became leader of the National Social
Front.
The meeting sanctioned the birth of a
new political formation, the Popular
National League, because the newborn
movement would like to extend its
organizational and militant formula to the
entire national territory, albeit with
different ideas. The new movement
included former Missini exponents, others
from the extra-parliamentary area on the
right. At the political elections of 1992 the
Popular National League appeared on the
lists of the League of Leagues, which
gained little success and disappeared some
time later, after changing its name to the
Popular National Alternative.
Delle Chiaie died on the evening of 9
September 2019 at the Vannini hospital in
Rome, a few days after his 83rd birthday.
Of him remains the testimony of a
complex life, often at the limit, made of
struggle, sacrifice, commitment and
enthusiasm. A Man, a Conductor, who
knew how to inspire his comrades, a leader
who never bowed, who did not deny
anything and who remained faithful to the
idea that a New Order based on the purest
and most crystalline values, as well as
naturing them, to which you can inspire us.
Camerata Stefano Delle Chiaie, always
and forever PRESENT!

Questions and Answers
Did the Allies really win WWII, considering that half of Europe ended up in Russia's totalitarian regime?
Define “Allies?”
The COMMUNISTS clearly WON
WWII. And the “Western democracies”
HELPED them do it!
Why?
According to Churchill’s memoirs the real
reason for WWII was that Germany developed an economy that made it independent
from the international banks.
This also explains the eternal demonization of the Third Reich despite the fact that even IF one were to accept the Hollywood
atrocity propaganda - Stalin killed far more
people than Hitler.
No “collective guilt” for Russians! Unlike
Germans! Even today, long after the war
ended. Most Germans today were not even
alive back then.
Why?
Powerful special interest groups suppress
- and in many so-called “democratic” countries even OUTLAW - any OBJECTIVE
examination of the Third Reich and World
War Two.
Who benefits from this?
First, those “international banks” do NOT
want people to examine the German economic miracle of 1933–1939. The German
economic recovery was based on the PRODUCTIVE labor of the German people.
NOT a PARASITIC financial system that
later led to the Great Recession of 2008. (In
the USA this parasitism has also led to the
40 year decline of the middle class, unaffordable health care, unaffordable higher
education, the loss of manufacturing, and
soaring national debt!)
Second, the power Zionist lobby enjoys
the “sympathy points.” (U.S. foreign policy
is heavily influenced by special interest

groups. This has disastrous consequences
for many countries, including America itself.)
Third, although this PSYCHOLOGICAL
WARFARE was initially used primarily
against Germany, it is now being used
against ALL of Western Civilization, namely to undermine resistance against the genocidal large-scale Third World invasion promoted by today’s “global elite.”
German "collective guilt" over the
"Holocaust" has been expanded to include
American "collective guilt" over "slavery"
and European "collective guilt" over
"colonialism".
The goal and end result is destruction of
the sense of ETHNIC IDENTITY.
This undermines the very foundation of
nation-states. And that, in turn, increases the
power of supranational/globalist forces, be
they financial or political or both.
This is why an objective examination of
historical events like the Third Reich and
WWII are important even today and even
outside of Germany!

George Lincoln Rockwell’s second wife Thora Hallgrimsson passed away on August 27,
2020 at the age of 90.
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cancellation of the Aryan race proceeds at
full speed, with the complacency of these
rights that promise us identity but only
give us back inertia and indifference.
Peoples suffer, they are on their knees
(literally) for the sole crime of claiming
their identity, they no longer have any
living space and now risk further
catastrophe brought on by a manageable
disease that is not meant (intentionally) to
be managed. It will be interesting, when
all this has passed, to take into account
which races have been most severely
culled by the disease. It will give us the
measure of what the White Lives are
worth for our leaders.

The (in)flu(ence) of decadence
It is no coincidence that this void left by
a non-existent social right is useful for
movements that openly advocate the
cancellation of any identity ambition of
the white European peoples. From the
wildest iconoclasm (reminiscent of the
most violent anti-cultural actions of
Islamic fundamentalists) to the open will
of racial destruction ("Whites are
subhumans, genetic errors to be corrected
and canceled" thundered a Canadian
exponent of the Black Lives Matter
movement three years ago ...) the white
holocaust is more and more real, the
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[Please specify which language edition you want!]
( ) Donation – YOUR support makes our work possible!
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